This paper comprehensively investigates the role of realized jumps detected from high frequency data in predicting future volatility from both statistical and economic perspectives. Using seven major jump tests, we show that separating jumps from diffusion improves volatility forecasting both in-sample and out-of-sample. Moreover, we show that these statistical improvements can be translated into economic value. We find a risk-averse investor can significantly improve her portfolio performance by incorporating realized jumps into a volatility timing based portfolio strategy. Our results hold true across the majority of jump tests, and are robust to controlling for microstructure effects and transaction costs.
Introduction
The importance of jumps in asset pricing, option pricing, and risk management is widely recognized (Ait-Sahalia 2004) . Although, resorting on jumps as a modeling device is not new, realized jumps were generally overlooked until recently. In this paper, we comprehensively investigate the role of realized jumps detected from high frequency data for the prediction of future volatility. Different from previous studies with similar focus, we not only conduct an extensive statistical evaluation of volatility forecasting using all major jump tests, but also provide new economic insights in the form of whether a risk-averse investor can significantly benefit from considering realized jumps in volatility timing based portfolio allocation strategies.
The literature on this topic can be broadly categorized into two streams: The parametric literature starting with Merton (1976) includes jump-diffusion and stochasticvolatility with jumps (SVJ) models in continuous time (Eraker, Johannes, and Polson 2003 , Eraker 2004 , Chernov, Gallant, Ghysels, and Tauchen 2003 and GARCH-J models in discrete time (Maheu and McCurdy 2004 , Duan, Ritchken, and Sun 2006 , Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Ornthanalai 2012 . These parametric models are widely used in portfolio choice, option pricing, and risk management applications and the jumps introduced in models are ex ante in nature. As Backus, Chernov, and Martin (2011) admit: "jumps are usually treated as a modeling device to generate non-normal returns, which is economically meaningless per se".
The second stream of the literature considers nonparametric approaches. Recently, many nonparametric jump tests (Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard 2006 , Andersen, Bollerslev, and Dobrev 2007 , Ait-Sahalia and Jacod 2009 ) use high frequency data to estimate ex post realized jumps. This stream of the literature primarily focuses on issues such as why asset prices jump (e.g. macroeconomic new announcements) or how often asset prices jump (e.g. less than one per day). However, only a very few studies consider economic applications of realized jumps. We therefore aim to fill this gap between two related but different streams of literature by considering economic applications of realized jumps.
We focus on two research questions: Firstly, we are interested in whether realized jumps can forecast future volatility. We apply seven main stream nonparametric jump tests to identify realized jumps, decompose realized variance into jump and diffusion components, and then adapt them into a forecasting framework. Our findings suggest that realized jumps do contain predictive information for future volatility for the majority of jump tests both in-sample and out-of-sample. We find that jump models in general generate higher adjusted R squares and lower Mean Squared Prediction Errors (MSPE) compared to the benchmark model, which does not separate jumps from diffusion. Results hold true across the majority of jump specifications, and different forecasting horizons. Existing studies investigate similar issues. However, they mainly rely on one particular jump test and their results are mixed. For example, Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) find a negative (but insignificant) relationship between jumps and one period ahead volatility. Corsi, Pirino, and Reno (2010) on the contrary show statistically significant evidence to support a positive relationship if a modified jump test is applied. By using all major jump tests, our results contribute to the debate whether in general realized jumps help to forecast volatility.
Incorporating realized jumps into volatility forecasting require accessing intraday high frequency data and applying sophisticated nonparametric jump tests. Therefore, a natural question arises whether it is worth to estimate and use realized jumps. Even though separating jumps from diffusion improves volatility forecasting, it is interesting to know whether the improvement is large, and more importantly whether the improvement is economically valuable. Therefore, our second research question explicitly asks whether the potential statistical forecasting improvement obtained by separating jumps from diffusion can be translated into tangible economic benefits for a risk-averse investor. We construct a mean-variance portfolio strategy based on the predicted volatility obtained from the previous step. Our findings suggest that the statistical improvements are also economically significant. Under different risk aversion levels and jump specifications, jump strategies can in general generate positive and statistically significant performance fees relative to the benchmark strategy. A few existing papers also consider the role of jumps in asset allocations. For example, Liu, Longstaff, and Pan (2003) provide an analytical solution to the optimal portfolio choice problem when event risk or jumps are considered. They find that jumps play an important role in determining the optimal portfolio choice. Two recent studies by Chen, Hyde, and Poon (2010) and Maheu, McCurdy, and Zhao (2012) are also close to us in considering jumps in asset allocation. However, we differ from those studies on a few aspects. Firstly, our nonparametric framework enables us to exploit the information embedded in jump variations in a model free fashion while previous papers rely on a parametric specification. Secondly, we use high frequency data to separate the jumps and the diffusion component precisely, while they mainly rely on daily data to obtain relatively noisy proxies for jumps (i.e. large extraordinary movement or middle size jumps etc). The high frequency data we use also allows us to access intraday information, which is overlooked by previous studies.
We then conduct comprehensive robustness checks, and find that further controlling for market microstructure effects and transaction costs does not change our main results. We also investigate the predictive ability of realized jumps on alternative realized moments. We find that realized jumps can predict realized volatility and its signed components, but can hardly predict realized higher moments. We further show that a mean-variance portfolio strategy based on predicting positive and negative conditional volatilities separately can outperform the benchmark strategy based on predicting total volatility, and incorporating realized jumps can additionally improve economic benefits.
A few other studies are also related to ours. Firstly, our paper can be viewed as a natural extension of the stream of literature considering the economic value of volatility timing. Previous studies (Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek 2003 , Bandi and Russell 2006 , Bandi, Russell, and Zhu 2008 , Liu 2009 ) already document that volatility timing performance can be improved by using high frequency data, optimal sampling, and optimal rebalancing frequencies. We extend the above studies by considering realized jumps. Secondly, our paper is also related to other uses of realized jumps or applications of jump tests. For example, Dumitru and Urga (2012) and Theodosiou and Zikes (2011) conduct comprehensive simulation studies to compare size and power of jump tests. Tauchen and Zhou (2011) and Jiang and Yao (2012) use detected realized jumps to predict bond risk premia and the cross-section of stock returns respectively. We distinguish ours from previous studies by focusing on the role of realized jumps in volatility timing.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the theoretical setup and the jump tests. Section 3 describes the data and methodology. Section 4 discusses empirical findings from both statistical and economic perspectives. Section 5 conducts comprehensive robustness checks. Section 6 concludes.
Jumps in Asset Prices

Theoretical Setup
Let p t denote the logarithmic price which follows a jump diffusion process given by dp t = µ t dt + σ t dW t + dJ t
where µ t , σ t , and dW t are drift, diffusion parameter, and standard brownian motion respectively. J t is a jump process, and J t = Nt j=1 c t j , where c t j is the jump size and N t a counting process. For simplicity, we only consider finite activity jumps and we assume that the jump and the diffusion components are independent. Let
where h is the length of the intraday sampling interval and M is the number of intraday returns during the day. Then the realized variance can be written as the sum of the squared intraday returns
Given the price dynamics of the jump diffusion process, the realized variance as an approximation to the price's quadratic variance can be further written as follows
Here t t−1 σ 2 s ds is the integrated variance (IV t ), and Nt j=1 c 2 j is the quadratic variation of the jump part (JV t ) over the period from t − 1 to t (often a day). Jump tests are therefore designed to estimate JV t using high frequency data.
Jump Tests
We consider the use of seven major jump tests developed in the literature, including Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2006) (BNS), Ait-Sahalia and Jacod (2009)(AJ), Jiang and Oomen (2008)(JO), Andersen, Dobrev, and Schaumburg (2012) (Med, Min) , Corsi, Pirino, and Reno (2010) (CPR), and Podolskij and Ziggel (2010) (PZ) . In this part, we only describe the BNS jump test in detail. Specifications of all other six tests are described in Appendix 1. Andersen, Bollerslev, and Dobrev (2007) and Lee and Mykland (2008) are two other important tests that are however not studied in this paper.
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Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2006) developed a bipower based jump estimator. The idea is using the calculated realized bipower variation to proxy the integrated variance. Since jumps are rare and are unlikely to occur for two consecutive intraday returns, when intervals are small enough, the realized bipower variation will converge in probability to the integrated variance. The difference between realized variance and realized bipower variation is then an estimator of the jump variation. The realized bipower statistic is defined as
Following Huang and Tauchen (2005) , the standardized BV t,M /RV t,M ratio converges to a standard normal distribution and the test statistic is given by
where T Q t refers to the tripower quarticity given by
). The jump variation can then be obtained as
where the φ −1 α is the α quantile of the normal distribution.
1 The reason is that both of them are intraday jump tests that average daily bipower variation to local volatility. Therefore, although they can identify which return contains a jump, they are not significantly different from BNS in volatility forecasting when only daily jump variation is considered.
Data and Methodology
Realized Jumps and Volatility Forecasting
We first investigate the role of realized jumps in volatility forecasting. There are many approaches to forecast volatility using high frequency data. We use the Heterogeneous Autoregressive (HAR) model of Corsi (2009) because it can be implemented easily and it can capture the long memory property of volatility processes in a straightforward way. Our benchmark model considers the use of daily, weekly, and monthly lagged realized variances to forecast one step ahead realized variance. The HAR-RV specification is as follows:
To assess the role of jumps, we consider the following HAR-RV-CJ specification:
where
is the averaged h-periods realized variance. IV t−1 , IV t−5,t−1 , IV t−22,t−1 are jump robust integrated variation estimators over a lagged daily, weekly, and monthly horizon, JV t−1 is the daily lagged jump variation detected using the jump tests introduced before.
Realized Jumps and Volatility Timing Based Portfolio Strategy
We then conduct our economic evaluations by constructing volatility timing based portfolio allocation strategies. We consider a risk-averse investor with mean-variance preferences, who allocates her wealth into one risky asset (a market index ETF) and one risk-free asset. Our one risky asset specification is similar to Marquering and Verbeek (2004) . The economic intuition for this strategy is simple. Given the expected return, when the volatility level is high, the investor allocates more wealth into the risk-free asset, and when the volatility level is low, the investor allocates more wealth into the risky asset. If separating jumps from diffusion components lead to more accurate prediction of future volatility, then we should expect the investor to improve her portfolio performance by actively rebalancing the portfolio based on the signal of the predicted volatility.
Although more sophisticated utility functions can be used, we stick to mean-variance preferences because we are primarily interested in whether statistical improvements in volatility forecasting by separating jumps from diffusion can be translated into economic values. To concentrate on the impact of jumps, we consider only one market index as the risky asset. We choose this setting to avoid dealing with jump tests in multivariate settings and controlling for non-synchronicity of different assets, while we still maintain the generality of our empirical results. We also assume that the investor is myopic. Namely, the investor dynamically rebalances her portfolio period by period, and she does not consider the intertemporal hedging demand in the portfolio selection. We make this assumption both for simplicity to directly translate our volatility forecasting results into portfolio performance and for consistency with the existing volatility timing literature.
Hence, the investor solves the following optimization problem:
where E t (r p,t+1 ) is the conditional expected portfolio return and V ar t (r p,t+1 ) is the conditional variance of the portfolio return. The portfolio return is E t (r p,t+1 ) = r f,t+1 + w t (E t (r m,t+1 ) − r f,t+1 ), where w t is the portfolio weight of the risky asset, E t (r m,t+1 ) is the conditional expected return of the risky asset and r f,t+1 is the return for the risk free asset, which we know ex ante. The mean-variance utility function is given by
with γ the risk-aversion parameter. Hence, the optimal portfolio weight is given by
We set the expected return for the risky asset equal to the in-sample mean 2 , as over a short horizon, expected return changes are negligible and we are only interested in the volatility timing effect of realized jumps.
Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek (2003) show that using a dynamic volatility timing strategy relying solely on realized volatilities can outperform both static strategies and dynamic volatility timing strategies using lagged daily volatilities only. Therefore the question whether realized jumps are economically valuable can be translated into whether our jump augmented volatility timing strategy (HAR-RV-CJ) can outperform the benchmark strategy (HAR-RV) which does not separate jumps from the diffusion component.
To implement the above strategy, we conduct two further adjustments. Firstly, we impose a short selling constraint. Following Marquering and Verbeek (2004), we restrict the negative portfolio weights to zero and the greater than one portfolio weights to one. Secondly, we also match the high frequency trading period (6.5 hour) to daily frequency (24 hour). Therefore, rather than directly plugging in the predicted realized variance, we adjust the predicted realized variance with a bias-correction factor. We follow existing studies (Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek 2003, Bandi and Russell 2006) and construct the bias-correction factor as follows:
where RV t is the daily realized variance for 6.5 trading hours and r t is the daily return for 24 hours. We construct the bias-correction factor using all data from the in-sample period. The conditional variance is estimated by predicted realized variance scaled by the bias correction factor, namely V ar t (r m,t+1 ) = BCF · RV t+1 , where RV t+1 is the predicted realized variance obtained from the volatility forecasting part. We can then plug in the conditional variance into the optimal portfolio weight function to estimate the optimal portfolio weight.
Performance Evaluations
Following the volatility timing literature, we focus on the utility based performance evaluation measure to assess whether investors can benefit from including realized jumps into their information set. We follow Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek (2003) and Marquering and Verbeek (2004) and rely on averaged realized utility to compare jump strategies to the benchmark strategy.
The sample averaged realized utility for portfolio strategy p is given bȳ
Given the optimal portfolio weights, we can compute daily time series of ex post portfolio returns r p,t+1 = r f,t+1 +w t (r m,t+1 −r f,t+1 ) and variances V ar t (r p,t+1 ) = (r p,t+1 −r p ) 2 , and then plug that in to obtain the averaged realized utility.
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To quantify the economic benefit relative to the benchmark strategy, we use the performance fee ∆ (in basis points), which is the fee an investor is willing to pay to switch from the benchmark strategy (with portfolio return r bm,t ) to our strategy (e.g. strategy p with portfolio return r p,t ). In our analysis, we consider different risk aversion levels (γ = 2, 6, 10). The performance fee is computed as follows:
Statistical Significance of Economic Values
One of the major concerns of existing studies on the economic value of return/volatilty prediction is the statistical significance of the economic value obtained. The economic value computed is just a figure and usually not large (e.g in the unit of basis points), hence we don't know whether the value is significantly different from zero across different strategies. Therefore different methods have been used to investigate the statistical significance of economic values. Following Engle and Colacito (2006) and Bandi, Russell, and Zhu (2008) , we address this concern by viewing the economic gains as loss differential in which we compare one portfolio to the benchmark portfolio. The approach is in the spirit of Diebold and Mariano (1995) . The Diebold-Mariano (DM) test was designed to examine whether the loss differential of two forecasts is statistically significantly different from zero. The test can be used when the loss differential series is covariance stationary. Engle and Colacito (2006) and Bandi, Russell, and Zhu (2008) applied it to examine whether the ex post portfolio-volatility-difference between a candidate strategy and a benchmark strategy is statistically significantly different from zero. In our study, we investigate whether the performance fees (viewed as loss differential) are significantly different from zero. We first compute the time series of daily "spot" realized utilities and then the time series of daily performance fees for each strategy in comparison to the benchmark. Afterwards, we construct the DM statistics and test whether the alternative strategies do not outperform the benchmark 3 Alternatively, we can estimate the portfolio variance from the variance of the risky asset (we can use ex post realized variance scaled with the bias correction factor) scaled by the squared weight, V ar t (r p,t+1 ) = w (null hypothesis) using a one-sided t-test with a robust variance covariance estimator. 
Data Description
In our empirical analysis we use the S&P500 ETF or SPDR contract (SPY) as the risky asset, obtained from NYSE TAQ database. The contract tracks the S&P500 index and is very liquidly traded. Trading spans from 9:30 EST to 16:00 EST. Our sample spans from Jan 2nd 2001 to Dec 31st 2010. To start with we compute the realized volatility estimator based on equidistant observations sampled at the conventional five minute frequency in order to control for market microstructure noise. In the robustness checks section, we also report the results of a more advanced estimator to control for market microstructure noise -the average RV estimator of Andersen, Bollerslev, Christoffersen, and Diebold (2011) . This estimator is a sub-sample estimator that can also be constructed easily. Starting from one minute regular spaced log-returns, we compute the average RV as an equally-weighted average of five overlapping five minute RV estimators. Andersen, Bollerslev, and Meddahi (2011) found that the average RV estimator can perform as well as more complex estimators (realized kernel, multiple time scale, pre-averaging etc) in volatility forecasting. We implement two further adjustments: Firstly, we remove the overnight periods. Secondly, we use linear interpolation to correct for different trading hours, especially in December 2008 and afterwards. We also collect S&P500 ETF or SPDR contract (SPY) daily data from CRSP in order to match intraday trading period to daily frequency. As the risk-free asset we use the daily average of the one month US Treasury bill series.
Empirical Findings
Statistical Findings
This part presents volatility forecasting results using realized jumps. Table 1 documents the descriptive statistics for the realized variance and realized jump variations using different jump tests. Although the statistics from different jump tests look different, they all share the same features, including high skewness and high kurtosis, supporting the asymmetric and rare event nature of jumps. We first conduct in-sample statistical evaluations by estimating our models with the whole sample data from 2001 and 2010. Table 2 shows in-sample volatility forecasting results for the benchmark model and models using different jump tests. We follow Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) and use the Newey-West variance covariance matrix estimator with 5, 10 and 44 lags for daily, weekly, and monthly ahead forecasts. For the benchmark HAR-RV model, the one day ahead forecast shows that only the coefficient of weekly lagged realized variance is significant at the 5% level, while for one week and one month ahead forecasts all three lagged realized variance coefficients are significant. The adjR 2 takes values of 0.562, 0.682 and 0.644 for the different forecasting horizons. We then look at the HAR-RV-CJ models using different jump tests. At least four points are worth mentioning. Firstly, although at weekly and monthly horizons, coefficients for the integrated variances are all significant as in the benchmark model, the HAR-RV-CJ results differ from the HAR-RV model at daily horizon. While weekly and monthly lagged integrated variances remain insignificant, the daily lagged integrated variances now become significant, indicating that jump robust integrated variation is more important than total realized variance in daily volatility forecasting. Secondly, the jump signs are almost all negative. 5 Our result is consistent with Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) , but is different from Corsi, Pirino, and Reno (2010). Therefore, Corsi, Pirino, and Reno (2010)'s explanation that larger jumps lead to higher future volatility due to an increased level of disagreement may not hold in our setup. Instead, our findings are more consistent with Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) 's explanation that jumps are quickly mean reverting and hence can lead to a lower volatility rather than a higher one. Thirdly, jump coefficients differ in terms of the significance. Jump coefficients are significant across all horizons for BNS, JO and PZ, significant only at daily horizon for Med, Min, CPR, and insignificant for AJ across all horizons at the 5% level. Finally, we look at the goodness-of-fit of the models. We find that almost all models with different jump specifications can outperform the benchmark HAR-RV model at all forecasting horizons. At daily level, the highest adjR 2 is PZ of Although in-sample findings document a clear improvement in volatility forecasting by separating jumps from diffusion, we are also interested in whether results hold true out-of-sample. We first estimate model parameters using the first 1000 days of the whole sample as the in-sample period, and then use the rest of the sample from 2006 to 2010 as the out-of-sample period. Table 3 reports our out-of-sample volatility forecasting results. We report the Mean Squared Error (MSE) for the predicted value compared to the realized value. Similar to the in-sample analysis, we find that all HAR-RV-CJ models using different jump tests can outperform the benchmark HAR-RV in terms of lower MSEs. This finding holds true for all daily, weekly, and monthly horizons. Similar to the in-sample findings, we observe i) the largest statistical improvements at daily horizons and ii) improvements diminish when forecasting horizons increase. When we compare out-of-sample findings across different jump tests, we find that AJ has the lowest out-of-sample performance. Models using PZ, CPR, Med, or JO outperform BNS while the model using Min underperforms BNS. Results are consistent with in-sample findings and hold true across forecasting horizons.
Out-of-Sample Economic Findings
Given the significant statistical improvement by separating jump and diffusion components, we are now interested in whether such statistical accuracy can be translated into economic value for a risk-averse investor. We construct volatility timing strategies as discussed above for our out-of-sample period (2006 to 2010). The largest statistical forecasting improvement was observed for a daily horizon and given that the jump effect is quickly mean reverting we concentrate on volatility timing with daily re-balancing. To calculate the optimal portfolio weights we use the model-predicted volatility as a predictor for conditional volatility, and then adjust it with the biascorrection factor as illustrated in equation (8). Table 4 reports the out-of-sample economic findings. Our main performance measure is performance fee, interpreted as the fee that an investor is willing to pay to switch from a benchmark strategy to a jump augmented strategy. We consider three risk aversion levels γ = 2, 6, 10. We show that all jump strategies generate positive performance fees in comparison to the benchmark strategy, and the economic values generated depend on different jump strategies and risk aversion levels. For the moderate risk aversion level of 6, we show that highest performance fees are 20 basis points for Med and Min, followed by 19 basis points for BNS and CPR, and 18 and 17 basis points for JO and PZ. AJ generates positive but very small performance fee; a result that is consistent with its negligible forecasting improvement in the statistical part. The economic magnitude is also affected by the change of the risk aversion level, ranging from 59 basis points (γ = 2) to 11 basis points (γ = 10), indicating that the strategy seems to work better for less risk averse investors. Around 0.6% annualized performance fee looks small in magnitude, and we therefore also assess the statistical significance of the economic value generated. We find that except for AJ, all jump strategies generate positive and statistically significant performance fees with DM tstatistics above 2. To summarize, we find that the separation of jumps from diffusion components improves volatility timing strategies for almost all jump tests. The outof-sample economic findings are generally consistent with in-sample and out-of-sample statistical findings, although it does not necessarily match with the ranking of the in and out-of-sample volatility forecasting analyses. One possible explanation could be that jumps not only affect the volatility process, but also the return process, which is not captured by our volatility timing strategies.
Robustness Checks
In this section, we conduct comprehensive robustness checks. We focus on three issues: Firstly, our main results are based on the RV estimator sampled as the conventional five minutes sampling frequency. It is interesting to see whether our results still hold true under a more stringent control of market microstructure noise. Secondly, although we show that incorporating realized jumps in volatility timing generates economic value, we are also interested in whether it is feasible for an investor to exploit this in the presence of transaction costs. Thirdly, we also discuss whether realized jumps can help to predict realized higher moments and semi-variances, and whether performances can be improved using these in the portfolio allocation. Further extensions and robustness checks including simulation analysis, good and bad jumps, and sub-sample analysis can be found in the Appendix 6 .
Market Microstructure Noises
We follow Andersen, Bollerslev, Christoffersen, and Diebold (2011) and Andersen, Bollerslev, and Meddahi (2011) and construct average realized variances and bipower variations. Table 5 reports the in-sample volatility forecasting results after further controlling for market microstructure noises. Although the jump coefficient is still negative and significant as shown in Section 3.2, the adjR 2 is different. For the one day ahead forecast, the adjR 2 for the benchmark model raises from 0.562 to 0.588 when using the average RV estimator. Similarly, the adjusted adjR 2 for the HAR-RV-CJ with BNS raises from 0.592 to 0.628. A similar statistical improvement is also found in the out-of-sample evaluation as shown in panel 1 of Table 6 . Such statistical improvements by using subsample estimators also indicate potential economic improvements. The out-of-sample portfolio allocation results are shown in panel 2 of Table 6 . We find that performance fees remain positive and statistically significant. Moreover, we show that economic magnitudes are larger using the microstructure noise robust estimators compared to the conventional five minutes estimator. A risk-averse investor is willing to pay performance fees ranging from 62 basis points (γ = 2) to 12 basis points (γ = 10) to use a jump strategy. Our findings suggest that the statistical and economic improvements by separating jumps from diffusion are not likely to be driven by market microstructure noises. Instead, we show that controlling for market microstructure noises strengthens our findings. Our results are also consistent with previous studies (Bandi and Russell 2006 , Bandi, Russell, and Zhu 2008 , Liu 2009 ) that controlling for microstructure noises improve portfolio performances.
Transaction Costs
We then analyze the impact of transaction costs on our results. Different from existing studies comparing dynamic and static strategies (Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek 2001) or comparing two dynamic strategies which are based on high frequency and daily information respectively (Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek 2003), our analysis compares two dynamic strategies both using high frequency information. Therefore, we expect that the effect of transaction costs will not be as strong as documented in the existing literature. Following Bandi, Russell, and Zhu (2008) , we define the transaction cost adjusted portfolio return in the following way:
wherer p,t+1 is the transaction cost adjusted portfolio return, r p,t+1 is pre-adjusted return, ρ is transaction cost parameter, where we choose a high value of 0.0025, corresponding to a 2.5 cent half spread on a 10 dollar stock, ∆w t+1 is the change of the weight from t to t + 1, a proxy of trading turnover. Table 7 presents the out-of-sample volatility timing results for all jump tests when transaction costs are taken into consideration. All specifications yield positive performance fees, implying that they can outperform the benchmark even when transaction costs are considered. Moreover, those performance fees are also statistically significant except for AJ. Jump strategies require incorporating recent information more quickly while the benchmark strategy is smoother, therefore we are not surprised by the higher turnover of the jump strategies compared to the benchmark strategy. Although the performance fees are slightly lower when controlling for transaction costs, we find that our results are generally consistent with our main findings in Section 4.4. Moreover, the relative performance of alternative jump specifications is also consistent with that in the main analysis, indicating that transaction costs have similar and only marginal effects for most of jump based volatility timing strategies.
Realized Jumps and Alternative Realized Moments
In practice, portfolio allocations are also subject to the impact of higher moments. Considering more general utility functions usually requires the prediction of higher moments. In addition to the sophistication of incorporating realized jumps into the portfolio allocation problem beyond mean-variance preferences, we present some statistical evidence of the predictive ability of realized jumps for alternative realized moments. We consider the use of realized jumps for predicting realized upside and downside volatilities, skewness, and kurtosis. We follow Barndorff-Nielsen, Kinnebrock, and Shephard (2008) and Amaya, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vasquez (2013) , and construct alternative realized moments in the following way,
We first investigate the contemporaneous relationship between realized jumps and alternative realized moments using the following regression equation:
where RM t is the realized moment including RV , RV + ,RV − , RSK, and RKU. Table   8 presents the contemporaneous regression results. We find that realized jump variation is a significant determinant of contemporaneous realized variance, positive and negative variances, and kurtosis, explaining 18% to 80% variation of realized moments respectively. A large jump variation is associated with a large variance, upside and downside variance, and kurtosis. Jump variation is also negatively related to realized skewness, however the relation is only marginally significant, and jumps can only explain about 1% variation in skewness.
We are more interested in the predictive relationship of realized jump variation and realized moments. Therefore we forecast realized moments using daily, weekly, and monthly lagged realized moments in the fashion of the HAR model, just as we did for realized variance in Section 4.1. We consider daily, weekly, and monthly ahead forecasting horizons. The models are specified as follows:
To investigate the impact of jump, we then augment the model with realized jumps. Table 9 reports in-sample forecasting results for realized moments. The results vary across different realized moments and forecasting horizons. Firstly, we find that realized jump helps to forecast realized variance, even though we do not use jump robust integrated variance as we did in the main part of the analysis. For all the forecasting horizons, we observe negative and statistically significant jump coefficients. Moreover, the adjusted R squares of the models including jumps are higher than those of the models without jumps. This finding suggests that jumps do contain incremental information for predicting future volatility and the statistical and economic improvements we documented in the main analysis do not purely come from a better measurement of jump robust integrated variance. We now discuss the role of jumps in predicting alternative realized moments: We find that realized jumps have negative and statistically significant impacts on future downside volatility for all forecasting horizons and improvements in adjusted R squares range from 1% to 3%. We also find that realized jumps help to predict upside volatility at the daily horizon and generate improvements in adjusted R squares of about 0.2%. However, we show that realized jumps do not predict future realized skewness. Although realized jumps predict realized kurtosis at daily and weekly horizons, improvements in adjusted R squares are almost negligible. These results, suggest that realized jumps may not contain predictive information beyond second moments at least in our empirical setups.
We then consider a simple portfolio allocation within the mean variance framework to quantify the predictive ability of realized jumps on alternative realized moments. We focus on upside and downside volatilities. Since the optimal portfolio weight is a function of the conditional variance of the risky asset, we can decompose it, as:
Since jumps have different predictive abilities to forecast upside and downside volatilities, an investor may improve portfolio performances by forecasting RV + t,t+1 and RV − t,t+1 separately and combining and scaling them by the Bias Correction Factor to obtain the total conditional variance V ar t (r m,t+1 ), which can then be plugged into the portfolio weights function as shown in equation (7). We construct two portfolio strategies: The first strategy is based on predicting upside and downside volatilities with their lagged values in the HAR fashion. To improve forecasting performance, we include both upside and downside components at daily, weekly, and monthly lagged levels to predict each component one day ahead.
The second strategy augments the first strategy with daily lagged realized jump variation as additional regressor.
We focus on out-of-sample performances and consider three comparisons. The first comparison is between the first strategy based on equations (16) and (17) and the benchmark strategy in the main analysis, which predicts the total variance using HAR-RV in equation (5). The purpose is to assess whether predicting each volatility component separately can be economically valuable in comparison to predicting the total volatility. The second comparison is between the second strategy using jumps in equations (18) and (19) and the benchmark strategy in equation (5). The third comparison is between the first and second strategies, showing whether jumps convey incremental economic improvements. Table 10 reports out-of-sample portfolio performance fees for those three cases. We find that strategies based on predicting each volatility component separately outperform the benchmark strategy based on predicting total volatility, and can generate positive and statistically significant economic values. To be specific, in the first comparison, if we only use lagged upside and downside volatilities, we can generate annualized performance fees ranging from 13 basis points (γ = 2) to 2 basis points (γ = 10). If we include realized jumps, then the performance fees increase to range from 45 basis points (γ = 2) to 8 basis points (γ = 10). The third comparison suggests that including jump is important and can generate incremental economic improvements from 31 basis points (γ = 2) to 6 basis points (γ = 10) .
To summarize, we show that jumps do contain incremental predictive information for future volatility and its signed components, however realized jumps can hardly predict future realized higher moments. Therefore, the results suggest that realized jumps do not contribute much to moment timing based portfolio strategies beyond mean-variance approaches. If we remain in the mean-variance framework, predicting positive and negative volatility components separately can generate tangible economic improvements compared to predicting total volatility, and incorporating jumps can further improve the magnitude of the economic value.
Conclusion
Although a number of different nonparametric jump tests were developed in the literature, only very few studies analyze the potential use of realized jumps. Using high frequency data and seven major nonparametric jump tests, this paper investigates the predictive information content of realized jumps on volatility timing from both statistical and economic perspectives.
Covering all major jump tests, we confirm that separating jumps from the diffusion component does improve volatility forecasting in general. The result holds true both in-sample and out-of-sample. Moreover, we show that using a simple volatility timing strategy, a risk-averse investor can generate a significant economic value by separating jumps from the diffusion component. We conduct comprehensive robustness checks. We show that after controlling for microstructure noise and transaction costs, our main results still hold. We also find that realized jumps can predict realized volatility and its signed up and down components, and portfolio performance can be improved by separately predicting each component.
Our paper contributes to the field on a few aspects: Firstly, we contribute to the existing literature on the role of jumps in volatility forecasting. By using seven different jump tests, we show that jumps in general help to forecast volatility. Secondly, we show that the statistical improvement can also be exploited in a mean-variance portfolio allocation strategy. Hence, we also contribute to the literature on economic value of volatility timing. Thirdly, we contribute to the literature on the use of high frequency data and nonparametric jump tests. Our study can be viewed as evaluations of alternative jump tests using real world data while most previous studies focus on simulations. Further extensions include dealing with multivariate jumps (co-jumps), using more sophisticated utility functions, and considering alternative economic applications. They are beyond the purpose of our paper, and we leave them to future studies. (-3.238) Notes: The table reports in-sample volatility forecasting results for the SPY contract from 2001 to 2010 controlling for market microstructure noises. The HAR-RV model and the HAR-RV-CJ model using a BNS jump test are applied to forecast one day, one week, and one month ahead realized variances. The average realized variance is used in order to control for market microstructure noise. The figures in parentheses are t-statistics using Newey-West standard errors for autocorrelation orders of 5, 10, and 44. adjR 2 is the adjusted R square. The HAR-RV model is used as the benchmark model. The HAR-RV-CJ model using a BNS jumps is also used. We report the Mean Squared Error for predicted volatility over one day, one week, and one month forecasting horizons. Panel 2 reports out-of-sample volatility timing results using the average RV estimator. Parameters are all estimated in-sample (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) and out-of-sample volatility forecasting and volatility timing are conducted out-of-sample (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) . We report performance fees relative to the benchmark strategy under risk aversion levels of 2, 6, and 10. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics for the DM test, where under the null hypothesis it is assumed that the (mean) performance fee equals zero. The test has the null hypothesis that the (mean) performance fee equals to zero. TO is the mean value of the absolute change of portfolio weight. For each RM forecasting, the HAR-RM model using its own daily, weekly, and monthly lagged RM, and the HAR-RM-J model using also the jump variation from the BNS jump test are applied to obtain one day, one week, and one month ahead forecasts. The figures in parentheses are t-statistics using Newey-West standard errors for autocorrelation orders of 5, 10, and 44 respectively. The adjR 2 is adjusted R square. 
Online Appendix
A Appendix 1: Jump Tests
In this part, we discuss specifications of six alternative jump tests, including Ait-Sahalia and Jacod (2009) 
A.1 AJ
Ait-Sahalia and Jacod (2009) find that realized power variation is invariant to different sampling scales when jumps are present. Therefore the AJ test detects the presence of jumps using the ratio of realized power variation sampled from two scales. For the realized power variation for the sampling scale h and kh with scalar k > 0 we have
Then the test statistic is given by
whereV t,M is the asymptotic variance of S t (p, k, h).
U , V are random variables that U ∼ N (0, 1) and V ∼ N (0, 1) and p, k, α, ω are parameters.
A.2 JO
The swap variance test developed by Jiang and Oomen (2008) is in the spirit of Neuberger (1994)'s replicating strategy on the payoff of the variance swap contract. Different from
A.4 CPR
A recent study by Corsi, Pirino, and Reno (2010) extended the multipower variation in the spirit of BNS by incorporating a threshold. The idea is that large returns can result in an underrejection of jumps using multipower variation based tests. Therefore by introducing a local variance based threshold to filter out large returns, the test expects to reduce the bias. The corrected realized threshold bipower variation and corrected threshold tripower quarticity are as follows,
where µ 4/3 = E(|U |) 4/3 , U ∼ N (0, 1), and θ t j = c 2 θV t j , c θ is constant, andV t j is local volatility. Z1(r t j , θ t j ) is the threshold function given by,
The statistic is as follows
A.5 PZ Similar to CPR, Podolskij and Ziggel (2010)'s test is also inspired by the Mancini (2009)'s threshold estimator. However, different from the CPR, PZ constructs the statistic based on random perturbed intraday returns. The difference of realized power variation and the truncated estimator captures the jump component. The estimator is as follows,
and the statistic is given by,
where the perturbing variable η j is drawn from the distribution P η = 1/2(δ 1−τ + δ 1+τ ), δ is the Dirac measure and τ = 0.1 or 0.05.
B Appendix 2: Additional Robustness Checks
In this part, we document additional robustness check results, which have not been included in the main analysis. We first conduct a Monte Carlo simulation experiment to understand finite sample properties of different jump tests. Then, we consider decomposing jumps into positive and negative components and investigate their statistical and economic performances. Finally we conduct sub-sample analyses.
B.1 Simulations
In this section, we conduct a comprehensive Monte Carlo simulation analysis to understand the finite sample properties of different jump estimators. The purpose is to justify different statistical and economic performance of different jump estimators documented in the main part of the paper. Following Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) and Huang and Tauchen (2005), we generate sample paths through a one factor stochastic volatility model under the null hypothesis of no jumps. The one factor stochastic volatility model is given by
The one factor model shows that the price dynamic is driven by the price diffusion term dW pt and the volatility diffusion term dW vt , and these two terms are correlated in order to allow for a leverage effect. Under the alternative hypothesis a jump component is added to the price process, which is a compounded Poisson process with intensity λ and sizes drawn from N (0, σ 2 jump ). To implement the simulation, we use the Euler scheme with increments of 1 second. We generate 10000 trading days each with 6.5 hours. Then we sample with a frequency of 1, 2, 5, 15 minutes. Tables 12 and 13 report the empirical power (1 − β) for the different jump tests when the jump intensity and/or the jump size is varying. Similar to the size part, we fix the mean reversion parameter to a median level of av = −0.1. Firstly, we allow for a changing jump intensity while keeping the jump size fixed equal to its median level σ = 1.5 as shown in Table 12 . When the jump intensity decreases, the power for all tests also decreases as there are less jumps in the data. Moreover, when the sampling frequency is reduced, the power of the tests monotonically decreases in general. One exception is the PZ test. Here the highest power is found for the 2 min sampling frequency. The highest powers are found for PZ, JO, and CPR, while Med RV and Min RV have powers close to the baseline BNS test. AJ is found to have the lowest power for all frequencies and levels of intensities. Secondly, we fix the jump intensity and allow for the value of the jump size to vary. Table  13 reports that the power of the tests decreases when jump size decreases. This result holds true for all jump tests, indicating that all existing jump tests have difficulties to detect small jumps or to distinguish volatility bursts from jumps. As before, the power decreases with lower sampling frequency. Similar to the size part, we also find a peak of power for the PZ test for a 2 min frequency, but only when the jump size is large σ = 2 or σ = 1.5. The highest power is again found for the tests: PZ, JO, and CPR. Moreover, both PZ and JO seem to have high power even when the sampling frequency is relative low (15 min).
The relative ranking is similar to the case when intensity is varying. Med RV and Min RV have similar power in comparison to the baseline bipower test. To summarize, we show that the finite sample properties of different jump tests are varying across sampling frequen-cies and jump characteristics. Med RV, Min RV, and CPR have the best size properties while PZ, JO, and CPR have the best power properties. In general, the performance of the different tests in the simulation study reflects very well the trade-off between size and power.
B.2 Good and Bad Jumps
As reported in the descriptive statistics in Table 1 , the jump densities are significantly skewed. The conventional view is that negative jumps should matter more than positive jumps. Therefore, we analyze in this section whether further decomposing jump variations into positive and negative jumps can improve statistical and economic performances. We follow Barndorff-Nielsen, Kinnebrock, and Shephard (2008) and Patton and Sheppard (2011) and use realized semivariances for this purpose.
Following Patton and Sheppard (2011), we define realized semivariances as follows:
Realized semivariances converge to the sum of half the integrated variance and jump variation for positive and negative returns respectively:
Therefore, the difference of the two realized semivariances ensures that the half integrated variation terms vanishes, so that the signed jump variation is given by
The negative and positive jump components are given by
Using these measures we discuss four alternative HAR-RV-CJ specifications to evaluate volatility timing statistically and economically.
where JSD is the daily lagged signed jump variation, JND and JPD are the negative and positive jump components, respectively. Table 14 presents in-sample volatility forecasting results. The sign of the jump component is positive for negative jumps and negative for positive jumps, just as suggested in Patton and Sheppard (2011) . Therefore, a large price drop is likely to increase the volatility in the future while a price increase tends to reduce volatility. Moreover, the coefficients for signed jumps are positive, implying that negative jumps play a dominant role. However, we also find that for a daily horizon, the coefficients for jump specifications are insignificant, which is different from our main findings using jump variations. Then the coefficients turn significant for weekly and monthly horizons. Similar to before, we observe that all four models can lead to an improvement in adjusted R 2 s compared to the benchmark HAR-RV model. For the one day ahead horizon, the adjusted R 2 is on average about 2% higher than that of the HAR-RV model. The adjusted R 2 s are close to each other for all four specifications, however, the adjusted R 2 for the negative jump model is slightly higher than that for the positive jump model, which is consistent with Patton and Sheppard (2011).
The out-of-sample volatility forecasting results are reported in Table 15 panel 1. For the daily horizon, all four specifications lead to better forecasts than the HAR-RV model. The negative jump model generates lower MSEs than the positive jump model, which is in line with the in-sample findings. However, we show that using signed jumps without separating them into positive and negative could generate lower MSEs. Moreover, all MSEs are close to the MSEs of the baseline HAR-RV-CJ models using the BNS test. Nevertheless, although coefficients become significant for weekly and monthly horizons, the out-of-sample performance deteriorates when the forecasting horizon is extended. Table 15 panel 2 presents volatility timing performances for these models. We find that all those four specifications can outperform the benchmark HAR-RV model, and can generate positive and statistically significant performance fees at the 5% significance level. For the signed jump model, we show that annualized performance fees range from 40 (γ = 2) to 8 (γ = 10) basis points. We also find that the negative jump model (from 47 basis points for γ = 2 to 9 basis points for γ = 10) outperforms its positive counterpart (37 basis points for γ = 2 to 7 basis points for γ = 10) slightly, which is consistent with both our statistical findings and the existing literature. Including both positive and negative jumps can further improve portfolio performances, and generate economic value from 52 basis points (γ = 2) to 10 basis points (γ = 10). Our findings suggest that separating jumps from diffusion improve volatility timing performances even without the use of nonparametric jump tests. And decomposing jumps into positive and negative components can further improve economic performances.
B.3 Sub-Sample Analysis
We then conduct a sub-sample analysis in order to understand whether the results hold true for different time periods. We split the whole data sample into period 1 (2001 to 2005) and period 2 (2006 to 2010). In each period, we use the first two years as the in-sample period and the remaining years as the out-of-sample period. Table 16 summarizes the out-of-sample volatility forecasting results for different jump tests. Initially, we find that the MSE in period 1 is significantly lower than in period 2. This finding can be attributed to the financial crisis period covered in period 2, which yields time varying parameters (especially for the in-sample period for 2006 to 2008). In period 1, the estimated in-sample parameters are more stable across the out-of-sample period and hence produce better forecast. Secondly, almost all HAR-RV-CJ models can outperform the benchmark HAR-RV in period 1 for all forecasting horizons. In period 2, only CPR and Med can outperform the benchmark at daily and weekly horizons, but not at a monthly horizon. During the financial crisis, local volatility is higher, hence jumps are more difficult to detect. When the forecasting horizon increases the reduction in forecasting accuracy is expected during the financial crisis period as the parameters are not immediately updated with the changing high local volatility information. Table 17 illustrates out-of-sample volatility timing results for period 1 and 2. In period 1, the realized utility criteria show that all tests but AJ can outperform the benchmark. This result is consistent with the out-of-sample volatility forecasting results shown in Table 16 , and with the whole in and out-of-sample volatility forecasting results. The performance fees are also statistically significant for almost all models. We find that all but the AJ jump strategies can generate positive and statistically signifi- Table 16 : Out-of-Sample Volatility Forecasting HAR-RV-CJ: Sub Samples RV t,t+h−1 = β 0 + β IV D IV t−1 + β IDW IV t−5,t−1 + β IV M IV t−22,t−1 + β JV D J V t−1 + ǫ t,t+h−1
Period 1 Period 2 MSE h=1 h=5 h=22 h=1 h=5 h=22 BM 1.528E-9 2.071E-9 4.511E-9 3.385E-8 1.356E-8 7.585E-9 BNS 6.698E-10 1.118E-9 3.280E-9 3.393E-8 1.374E-8 8.370E-9 AJ 1.522E-9 2.080E-9 4.496E-9 3.502E-8 1.892E-8 3.483E-8 J O
6.684E-10 1.120E-9 3.275E-9 3.388E-8 1.464E-8 8.576E-9 M ed 6.686E-10 1.090E-9 3.194E-9 3.833E-8 1.397E-8 7.590E-9 M in 6.381E-10 1.063E-9 3.199E-9 3.396E-8 1.367E-8 8.508E-9 CP R 6.616E-10 1.085E-9 3.197E-9 3.124E-8 1.345E-8 1.578E-8 P Z
7.108E-10 1.193E-9 3.350E-9 3.386E-8 1.122E-8 8.601E-9
Notes: The table reports cant economic values. Moreover, the economic magnitudes are higher than those using the whole sample in the main part of the paper. In period 2, only AJ can outperform the benchmark. The t-statistics are all lower than the single tail 5% critical value. The results show that economic values in period 2 are either negative or insignificant. To summarize, due to the short sample period of 10 years, our sub-sample periods covered the recent financial crisis, which leads to unstable parameter estimation and high local volatility. We suggest that separating the integrated variance from the jump components precisely is more difficult during a high local volatility regime and models have more difficulties to update time varying parameters. Hence, we find that our main result is stronger in the first sub-sample period, where the economic environ-ment is relatively stable. Nevertheless, our main findings still holds true in general for both sub sample periods: The separation of jumps from diffusion component rather than jump itself is responsible for delivering statistically significant economic values.
